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Abstract
Recently developed deep neural networks achieved state-of-the-art results in the subject of 6D object pose estimation for robot manipulation. However, those supervised deep learning methods
require expensive annotated training data. Current methods for reducing those costs frequently
use synthetic data from simulations, but they rely on expert knowledge and suffer from the reality gap when shifting to the real world. The present research project is a proof of concept for
autonomously generating annotated training data for 6D object pose estimation, which addresses
both the subject of cost reduction and the applicability to the real world task at hand. A training
data set is generated for a given grasping task with an industrial robot arm at its indented workstation. Additionally, the data is autonomously annotated via background subtraction and point
cloud stitching. A state-of-the-art neural network for 6D object pose estimation is trained with
the generated data set and a grasping experiment is conducted in order to evaluate the quality of
the pose estimation. The proposed concept outperforms related work with respect to the grasping success rate, while circumventing the reality gap, removing annotation cost, and avoiding expert labor. Thereby, it is demonstrated that the data required to train a 6D object pose estimation
neural network can be generated and autonomously annotated with sufficient quality within the
workstation of an industrial robot arm for its intended task.
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1

Introduction

The pure industrial robotic arm is a blind and mindless machine. It has neither information about,
nor knowledge of, itself and its position in the real world. The majority of industrial robot arms are
hard-coded machines, put in a well-designed robot cell, where they execute their algorithm toward
perfection. However, any minor offset in the designed environment might cause the system to fail.
The clean and controlled environment of a big industrial production line can avoid those minor
disturbances.
However, the whole manufacturing industry is trending towards a shift to a flexible, customisable, and intelligent production during the upcoming 4th industrial revolution [13, 20, 22, 24].
With an expected decrease in human labor in the manufacturing industry [27], it appears unrealistic to continue to pursue the automation with blind automation. In fact, there is an increasing
demand for robust robotic perception to overcome the issues of an unpredictable world [13]. Especially for dangerous, dirty, or dull work, those perception-based automated systems have high
potential for cost reduction and human labor work discharge [34]. However, the available robot
1

perception solutions can not fulfill the requirements, in terms of cost and robustness.

Robot Perception
Industrial robots are working in the joint and cartesian space, which are two mathematical spaces
describing the state of the robot. Any object that shall be manipulated by the robot needs to be
represented in one of those worlds to be accessible for the robot. Hard-coded algorithms expect
a given object to be situated at the precise predefined state and they can be manipulated by the
robot. Today’s perceptional systems are often used to inform the robot whether a given object is
situated as expected.
However, pose estimation is a method one can use to estimate an object’s state, given some
visual input. The pose of an object describes its state. For instance, imagine a cup on a table beside
you. You could describe the cup’s pose in a 6 dimensional space, where the first 3 dimensions
describe the cup’s position with respect to you, and the remaining 3 dimensions the cup’s rotation.
Given that information, the industrial robot arm can plan to grasp the cup.
Wang et al. [38] proposed an end-to-end deep learning neural network consisting of several
CNNs, that performs object pose estimation given a single RGB-D image (combination of a RGB
colour image and a depth image) in 2019. Thereby, an industrial robot equipped with depth cameras and novel deep learning processing methods is able to perceive relevant objects and their pose
from an image stream. However, the training of supervised deep learning methods requires an
enormous amount of annotated training data, which currently is connected to a high investment
cost due to human labor annotation [28].
Deng et al. [12] proposed a Self-Supervised 6D Object Pose Estimation for Robot Manipulation
in 2020, in order to overcome the high annotation costs. Their model is able to learn from a simulation how to estimate a given object pose. However, learning from synthetic data caused a high
reality gap [17], which is the performance loss when applying the model to the real world task at
hand. Therefore, Deng et al. gathered real world data in order to fine tune the model on the task
at hand.

2

Illustrative Use Case
Figure 1.0.1 illustrates a given use case for robot perception. An industrial robot arm is equipped
with a depth camera and utilised to sort relevant objects as they appear in random order and pose
in the workstation. Currently, the development and integration of the perceptional system pre-

Figure 1.0.1: Illustration of a use case in which an industrial robot arm uses the continuous visual stream provided by a depth camera to sort a variation of goods as they appear in
random order and pose in the workstation.

sented by Wang et al. for a similar task as shown in figure 1.0.1 would take several weeks, with
an accordingly high investment cost if collecting and annotating the training data by hand [28].
The self-supervised and simulation based approach by Deng et al. might be able to reduce the annotation cost and addresses the reality gap, though it requires a simulation and human assistance
3

during the real world data collection, which is connected to further costs and expert knowledge.
Thus, it is not flexible and requires planning into the far future, which might not be acceptable for
flexible or seasonal production.
Imagine a company which rents an industrial robot for their production line, and places it in
its workstation as shown in the use case. Now consider the following concept of Autonomously
Generating Annotated Training Data for 6D Object Pose Estimation. Without the need of expert
knowledge, the training data for a set of relevant objects is autonomously generated and annotated
on site with the robot. Afterwards, a neural network for 6D object pose estimation is trained over
the night and applied to the sorting task the day after. The following chapters 2 & 3 investigate
how to design and implement such a system.

4

2

Problem Analysis

This chapter analyses the problem of 6D object pose estimation and related work with respect
to the proposed concept of Autonomously Generating Annotated Training Data for 6D Object Pose
Estimation described in chapter 1 for the given use case illustrated in figure 1.0.1.

2.1

Aim of the project

The goal of this project is to design and implement a system, which enables an industrial robot arm
equipped with a depth camera, to autonomously learn to perceive the pose and class of an object.
In order to carry out the given use case illustrated in figure 1.0.1, an industrial robot arm needs
the pose (position, rotation), and class of every arriving object at any point in time to plan a grasping maneuver. Therefore, the visual input stream from the depth camera needs to be processed in
reasonable time to estimate the poses and class of every object in the field of view. Furthermore,
the perception algorithm should be able to learn to perceive the pose of new relevant objects at
5

the work station, without the need of expert knowledge. The data required to learn new relevant
objects should be generated on site with minimal human assistance.

2.2

Related Works

Object pose estimation for robotic purposes have been a big challenge for a long time in digital
image processing. This section presents the history of state-of-the-art methods for object pose estimation in chronological order starting in the early 1980s towards the present work in 2019.
Chen et al. [9] extracted visual features from objects and matched them to a reference in order
to estimate a pose in 1980. T. Shakunaga [33] moved on to extracting key features from a single camera to match a CAD model and thereby estimating the given object’s pose a decade later
in 1992. Yoon et al. [43] used geometric features to estimate the pose of circular objects for the
automotive industry another decade later in 2003.
The classical analytical field of vision-based perception dominated the state-of-the-art results
in various fields. However, Krizhevsky et al. [19] revolutionized the field of image processing with
the first mayor success of machine learning in 2012.
Yu et al. [44] could achieve success with machine learning in the field of pose estimation only
one year later in 2013. Yu et al. split the range of possible pose outcomes into a fixed set of classes
for a given object gained by a fixed camera view point. Each class is representing a span of 5◦
around the vertical axis of the object located on a table. A neural network was trained to detect
the given objects and classify their pose class. The estimated pose is then set to be within the
range of possible outcomes represented by the classified pose class. The algorithm demonstrated
its performance in a grasping experiment with an average success rate of 95.6% within 180 trials.
In contrast to the discrete pose estimation from a fixed view point, Xiang et al. [40] proposed
a pose estimation convolutional neural network (PoseCNN) capable to estimate a given object’s
pose from a moving view point in a non-discrete fashion in 2018. The PoseCNN is a combination
of a CNN encoding a RGB-D image, and a post-processing algorithm which computes vertices on
the object, and a non-iterative perspective-n-point algorithm [21] to estimate the object’s pose.
Wang et al. [38] proposed an end-to-end deep learning 6D pose estimation model (Dense
Fusion) outperforming the PoseCNN in terms of performance and computational speed by a fair
6

margin, only one year later in 2019. The model achieved state-of-the-art results in the two common
pose estimation benchmarks data sets of YCB-Video [40] and LineMOD [15]. Likewise to the
PoseCNN, Dense Fusion uses a single RGB-D image to estimate an object’s pose in a non-discrete
fashion from a moving view point. However, Dense Fusion is running approximately 175× faster
then the PoseCNN making it with a processing time of 0.06 s, which is acceptable for real time
applications (see Table 2.2.1).
PoseCNN + ICP [40]
Seg PE
0.03 0.17

ICP
10.4

ALL
10.6

Dense Fusion [38]
Seg PE
0.03 0.02

Refine
0.01

ALL
0.06

Table 2.2.1: Process time breakdown of seconds per frame on YCB-Video data set. Dense
Fusion is approximately 175× faster than the PoseCNN with ICP for pose refinement. [38]

Furthermore, Dense Fusion is a complete machine learning algorithm, relying only on machine
learning components unlike the PoseCNN. In a first step, the end-to-end Dense Fusion segments
a given RGB-D image and thereby finds objects in the image. Each object found is then cropped
from the image and processed to find its corresponding pose. In a final step, another deep learning
model is applied in an iterative fashion to the prediction to further refine the outcome.
Eventually, Wang et al. conducted a grasping experiment following the practice introduced
by Tremblay et al. [36]. A set of 12 grasping trails are conducted for 5 objects to evaluate the real
performance of the pose estimation. The Dense Fusion guided robot could successfully grasp on
73 % of the 60 total attempts. Dense Fusion is investigated in detail in the following section, due to
its state-of-the-art results and relevance for the aim of this project.

2.3

Dense Fusion 6D pose Estimation

Dense Fusion is capable of learning to estimate the pose of any given object of reasonable size,
when extensive training data is provided. The following section investigates the model components, learning methods, and training data of Dense Fusion in detail, in order to comprehend what
is required to apply Dense Fusion on the described use case 1.0.1.

7

Model Components
Dense Fusion is separated into two major segments, the pose estimator and the pose refiner. The
pose estimator takes the raw RGB-D image as input and estimates a pose with a certain confidence.
Afterwards, the refiner is applied multiple times in an iterative fashion on the estimated pose, refining it each time and continuing with its own output. Eventually, the algorithm outputs a set of
the final poses, one for each object in the input image.

Figure 2.3.1: Illustration of the Dense Fusion pose estimation process taken from the article [38]. A given input RGB-D image is segmented, cropped, and converted to a point cloud
and passed into their feature extractors. Afterwards, the features are fused and fed into the
pose estimation.

The components and process procedure of the post estimator is illustrated in figure 2.3.1. The
input image is first segmented by a segmentation model, which assigns each pixel in the image
to a class. The algorithm expects only one object instance per class in a scene. Therefore, the
individual objects in the image can be separated due to the segmentation of the image created by
the segmentation model. Each object is then cropped as illustrated in figure 2.3.1 and fed into the
feature extractors.
8

Dense Fusion uses two separate methods of feature encoders, since the colour features in the
RGB image and the depth features in the depth image are from diverse feature spaces. The colour
features are encoded by a CNN (modified Res-Net [18]). The depth image is converted into a
masked point cloud, where each point is sampled from the segmented object surface. Each sampled pixel is projected onto a point in cartesian space, by means of the camera’s intrinsic parameters
and the depth image, and combined to a object surface point cloud. That point cloud is further
feed into a PointNet-based [26] network extracting geometric features of the object.
In the next step, a pixel-wise dense fusion network (naming this model) is used to combine
the extracted features from both the colour and depth information of the object. The combined
features are then further fused with some extracted global features and then transformed to a pose
estimation containing a rotation, translation, and confidence per point of the input point cloud.
The final object pose prediction is the prediction of the point with the highest confidence.

Figure 2.3.2: Illustration of the Dense Fusion iterative refinement process taken from the
article [38]. The estimated pose is feed for a fixed number of times into the refiner PointNet
updating and refining the estimated pose over and over again.

The pose refiner process is illustrated in figure 2.3.2. The initial pose estimation provided by
the pose estimator is applied to a complete point cloud of the found object and fed together with
9

the feature embeddings of the pose estimator into the pose refiner. Inside the pose refiner, the pose
residual estimator matches the rotated and transformed point cloud to the feature embeddings and
computes a refined pose for the object. This process can be applied multiple times until a final pose
is found. Table 2.3.1 summaries all of the deep learning components of the estimator and refiner.
Estimator

Refiner

Segmentation Model
Pose Residual Estimator
CNN
PointNet
Pixel-Wise Dense Fusion Network
Table 2.3.1: Deep learning components of the estimator and refiner.

Learning Methods
Dense Fusion is an end-to-end deep learning algorithm. Each algorithm component is based on
deep learning techniques providing a full process from input to output. In theory the estimator and
refiner can be trained in parallel. However, in practice the output of the estimator is too noisy in
the beginning for the refiner to work. Therefore, the estimator and refiner are trained sequentially
in a single training process. At first, only the estimator is trained until it converges to a satisfying
averaged pose estimation result. Afterwards, the estimator is frozen and only the refiner is trained.
Thereby, the refiner is trained first when the estimator can provide a reasonable pose estimation.
A novel pose estimation loss function is used to train the deep learning components of the
algorithm. It is based on the averaged distance between points sampled from the object point
cloud transformed by the ground truth pose and the corresponding points from the object point
cloud transformed by the estimated pose (see equation 2.1).
p

Li =

1 ∑
∥ (Rxj + t) − (R̂i xj + t̂i ) ∥
M j

(2.1)

The expression xj denotes the jth point of the M randomly sampled points of the given object’s
3D point cloud. Rxj + t denotes the transformed points by the ground truth and R̂i xj + t̂i the
10

corresponding transformation by the ith prediction per dense pixel.
p
When minimising the expression Li the algorithm gives a pose estimation closer to the ground
truth. However, to train the algorithm to give a confidence on its predictions, the final loss function
is given by:
1 ∑ p
L=
(Li ci − w log(ci ))
(2.2)
N i
The loss function has a weighted log of the confidence. Thereby, a low confidence ci leads to a low
p
pose estimation loss (Li ) but also incurs a high penalty for the low loss (w log(ci )), and vice versa.
Eventually, the loss is averaged by the N randomly sampled dense-pixel features from the P objects
of the input segment. The weight w is a hyper parameter used to balance the confidence penalty
and is experimentally found by the authors of Dense Fusion to be set to 0.015. All Dense Fusion
deep learning components summarised in table 2.3.1 are trained by a single loss (see equation 2.2),
which is passed down the process stream. Thus, Dense Fusion is a complete end-to-end learning
algorithm.
Training Data
The data required to train Dense Fusion is a set of RGB-D images of the target objects, a corresponding segmentation annotation for each image, a ground truth pose for each object located in
each image, a complete point cloud of each object, and the camera internists. The segmentation
annotation is the required ground truth to train the segmentation model. Furthermore, they are
used to sample the dense pixels on the objects and to generate the input object surface point cloud
for the PointNet together with the depth information and the camera internists. The pose ground
truth of the objects and their complete point cloud are used by the loss function to compute the
error in the estimated pose.
The following chapter outlines in detail a concept proposal of Autonomously Generating Annotated
Training Data for 6D Object Pose Estimation, which is utilising Dense Fusion for pose estimation.

11

3

Concept Description

The use case illustrated in figure 1.0.1 requires an industrial robot arm to grasp a range of objects,
arriving on a conveyor belt in the robot’s workstation, and sort them into their boxes. In order
to plan and perform the grasping maneuver, the robot needs to know the arriving object’s pose
at any point in time, as described in section 2.1. In the following section, this project outlines a
novel solution to this problem, centered around a concept of Autonomously Generating Annotated
Training Data, which utilises Dense Fusion [38] for 6D pose estimation.

3.1

Autonomously Generating Annotated Training Data

Consider the following situation. A new object has to be handled during the sorting task of the use
case illustrated in figure 1.0.1. Therefore, the perceptual system of the robot needs to be updated.
The following is a concept proposal, which is based on the listed sequence of actions to update the
perceptual system.
12

• Data Generation: A human assistant selects a set of new objects and puts the robot system
into a teaching mode. The robot starts to move its mounted camera around the workstation
into a set of view points. Each view point is set to have a common view spot in their field
of view. Thereby, the common view spot is seen from different perspectives. At each view
point a data sample is taken of the background of the workstation. The human assistant
selects one of the new objects and types its name into the system. The assistant inserts the
selected object into the common view spot. The robot moves around the object and takes
foreground data samples (including the object) from each view point. The process after
recording the background is repeated for each new object.
• Background Subtraction: Given the background and foreground data sample at each
view point for each object, a background subtraction algorithm is used to determine a corresponding segmentation label for each foreground sample.
• Object Segmentation: A segmentation model is trained via the recorded foreground data
samples and their segmentation label generated by the background subtraction algorithm.
• Point Cloud Stitching: For each object, a set of object surface point clouds is gained by the
depth information and segmentation label of each data sample of the given object. Those
object surface point clouds taken from different perspectives on the object are stitched together in order to receive a complete point cloud of the visible surface of each object.
• Target Pose Generation: The object position is determined as the center point of the object, which can be found from the stitched point cloud. The object rotation is equal to the
rotation of the camera, since the camera is the only moving object with respect to the robot
origin.
• Pose Estimation: Dense Fusion is trained with the generated foreground image, the annotated segmentation label, and the target object pose found for each view point and for each
object.
The robot’s perceptual system is updated to perceive the pose of every new object with minimal
human effort given the proposed concept. The human assistant is requested to tell the system the
name of the object which shall be taught. Afterwards, the assistant has to move the objects in and
13

out of the common view spot every time the robot has finished its iteration over the view points.
Once all data has been collected the perceptual system autonomously annotates its generated data
samples and trains both the segmentation and pose estimation model. Once the training is done,
the robot is ready to perceive the pose of every new object arriving at its workstation.

3.2

Challenges in Evaluating the Proposed Concept

The ground truth, or rather, reference standard data used to train the segmentation and pose estimation model are autonomously annotated and hence are not 100 % correct. Thus, the performance of the perceptual system can only be validated to some extent by some metric function.
Furthermore, the used data and objects are unique to this project, which makes it impossible to
directly compare it to the results achieved by others. To overcome this problem, a grasping experiment is conducted to verify whether the pose estimation is of sufficient quality in order to grasp
the taught objects. Wang et al. [38] also conducted a grasping experiment, which will be used to
compare the results and performance of the trained perceptual system. Furthermore, the pose estimation of the perceptual system is visualised and the metric validation results are evaluated with
respect to related work.
A set of research questions are formulated in the next section 3.3, which aim to investigate the
performance and benefits of the proposed concept (see section 3.1) with respect to the related
work of Dense Fusion.

3.3

Research Questions

The concept proposal sketched out above leads to a number of research question. Consider the
following abbreviations of mean intersection over union (mIoU), and average distance of model
points (ADD) [16] for the following sections.
1. How does the performance (ADD and grasping success rate) of the Dense Fusion [38] model
trained on the YCB-Video [40] data set differ with respect to a Dense Fusion model trained
on the proposed autonomously annotated training data?

14

2. How does the quality (accuracy, mIoU, precision, and recall) of the autonomously generated segmentation labels affect the performance (ADD) of the trained Dense Fusion 6D pose
estimation model?
3. How does an increase in autonomous generated data samples affect the performance (ADD)
of the trained Dense Fusion 6D pose estimation model?
4. How efficient in terms of time spend is the proposed autonomous annotated training data
generation for 6D pose estimation with respect to the YCB-Video data set?
Figure 3.3.1 illustrates the approach to answer the formulated research questions. The approach
includes the steps leading up to the findings and discussion of the research questions.
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Figure 3.3.1: An illustration of the approach used to answer the research questions. The
steps leading up to the discussion of the research questions are tagged with their corresponding chapters.

3.4

Development Approach

The present research project consists of seven major modules, which all together form the proposed concept. Those modules are partially listed in the concept proposal in section 3.1. Each
module is connected to research, development, experiments, and results. Furthermore, the modules have a hierarchical order, where a module might depend on the outcome of another module.
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Therefore, this project investigates each module individually from research to results in their corresponding chapters. The module hierarchy is illustrated in figure 3.4.1.

Figure 3.4.1: Hierarchical order of the developed modules and their corresponding chapters,
which are combined to the proposed concept and integrated into a user interface.

A grasping module is introduced to apply the perceptual system to a real world problem, and to
overcome the evaluation issue described in section 3.2. Eventually, the complete perceptual system and the grasping module are integrated into a single user interface, which enables non experts
to update the perceptual system, conduct grasping maneuvers, and visualise perceived objects.

3.5

Resources & Requirements

The hierarchical nature of the proposed concept requires some modules to fulfill a set of technical
requirements. Other modules might be required to provide some information before the development of the complete system can continue. Those technical and non technical requirements
are listed below. The presented technical requirements are goals and can be evaluated if needed.
• Data Generation: The module is required to provide the following information for both
the training of the segmentation and pose estimation model.
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– A data set of RGB-D images for each object covering the relevant object surface in a
variation of perspectives
– The object class per data sample
– The robot end-effector pose per data sample
– The hand-eye-calibration providing the transformation from the robot end-effector
to the mounted camera
– The camera’s intrinsic parameters
– The depth scale, which converts the value of the depth image pixel to meters
Furthermore, the data generation is required to feature a sufficient amount and distribution of view points, such that the segmentation and pose estimation model are capable of
generalising all possible perspectives the robot wants to reach in the workstation.
• Background Subtraction: A common practice in object detection and segmentation defines an object to be correctly detected if it has a IoU of at least 0.5. Therefore, the background subtraction module is required to constantly determine the segmentation label for
each data sample with a mIoU of at least 0.5. Furthermore, the background subtraction has
to gain a segmentation label IoU of at least 0.5 for at least 95 % of the data samples. Thereby,
the system has at least a 95 % confidence to correctly detect the object in the data samples.
• Object Segmentation: Likewise to the background subtraction, the object segmentation
model is required to achieve a validation mIoU of at least 0.5, with at least 95 % of the data
samples being above a 0.5 IoU.
• Point Cloud Stitching: The point cloud of each object is required to feature the complete
visible object surface. The part of the object covered by the table is not required. The object
proportions in length, width, and height are required to visually match the object when
projecting its point cloud back into a data sample. Furthermore, the point cloud is required
to reduce the amount of non object points as much as possible.
• Target Pose Generation The target object pose is required for each data sample given with
respect to the camera origin. The pose should be given by the 4 × 4 transformation matrix
from the camera to the object.
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• Pose Estimation: The pose estimation is required to achieve an ADD of less than 20 mm.
Thereby, the object is found with a maximum offset of 20 mm to the target object pose,
which is a common threshold for robotic grasping experiments [38, 40].
• Grasping: The trained perceptual system is required to reach a grasping success rate of
approximately 73 %, which is achieved by the Wang et al. [38], following the grasping experiment procedure of Tremblay et al. [36].
The development of the complete system does also require some resources in terms of hardware
and software, which are listed below.
• Robot: A UR5 industrial robot arm is used during this project.
• Camera: An intel realsense d435i is mounted on the robot flange using a 3D printed adapter.
• Gripper: The parallel Robotiq 2F-85 Gripper is available for this project.
• Python Interface: A Python interface for the robot controller and the gripper controller is
provided by the Fraunhofer IPK in Berlin (Germany), which is hosting this research project.
Intel offers a Python API for their camera products via the Intel RealSense SDK.
• Robot Workstation: A room including the robot can be used at the Fraunhofer IPK facilities. The room can be closed for natural light and a table is available as workstation simulation.
Following the approach described in section 3.4, the chapters 4 - 10 describe the research and
development of the modules included in the proposed concept, according to their requirements.
The complete system is integrated and the individual module results are summarised in chapter 11.
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4

Data Generation
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The data generation module needs to generate a sufficient amount of training data for both the segmentation and pose estimation model. The following chapter investigates related works regarding
the issues of gathering training data. Furthermore, a novel training data generation concept is proposed, which circumvents the issues of the reality gap [17].

4.1

Related Works

The data collection is a driving factor for all types of machine learning. Especially the data collection is a big bottleneck in terms of price, workforce, quality, and time for a machine learning
project [28]. Today, companies all over the world compete to offer various cheap labeling services
to meet the increasing demand for annotated training data for the purpose of supervised machine
learning. Various types of research is conducted to reduce the cost factor of data annotation [28].
One of which is transfer learning, which addresses the cost issue of gathering training data. [28]
Transfer learning aims to shift already gained knowledge from other work to a target domain,
which then uses the already proven features and fine-tunes them on the new task. Thereby, one
needs to gather less new training data. However, this method also suffers from the reality gap,
since the real world problem often encounters problems which are not sufficiently covered by the
training data.
Another method is synthetic data generation, which is highly pursued by the related research
community. This method allows users to generate annotated training data from a simulation.
Bousmalis et al. [4] achieved state-of-the-art results with a simulation used to train a robotic arm
to grasp in 2017. Bewley et al. [3] developed a car driving simulation in 2018, which enabled them
to teach a neural network how to drive. Other methods like Dense Fusion [38] or Tremblay et
al. [35] use synthetic data to augment and increase their data set.
Deng et al. [12] presented a self-supervised training method for 6D object pose estimation
based on synthetic and real world data in 2020, which achieved a higher grasping success rate than
Dense Fusion.´With respect to the 73 % grasping success rate of Dense Fusion, the self-supervised
method scored a grasping success rate of 46.7 % with synthetic data alone, and 86.7 % if adding
real world data.
However, all of these methods suffer to some degree from the reality gap or domain gap issue
formulated by Jakobi el al. [17] in 1995. The reality gap is the issue of performance loss when mov21

ing from the training data domain into the domain of the real world. This issue remains relevant
for research [32, 35, 38]. Deng et al. address the reality gap by fine-tuning their neural network
based on real world data collected with human assistance, proving that synthetic data alone is not
sufficient to train a 6D object pose estimation model for a real world task.
With the reality gap issue in mind, the best training data for a given real world task should be
gathered from the task at first hand, which would circumvent the domain shift causing the issue.

4.2

First Hand Data Generation Concept

A novel first hand data generation concept is presented in order to circumvent the reality gap and
remove annotation costs from the training of the proposed segmentation and pose estimation
models for the given use case illustrated in figure 1.0.1.
The concept is based on the mobility of the robot arm to move the mounted camera around
its work space. Along its path, the robot stops at a given set of view points at which the camera
captures first hand data of the real world task. The view points are set to focus on a common view
spot from different perspectives. Thereby, first hand visual data of a given object of interest can be
gathered autonomously, after the object has been inserted into the common view spot by some
assistant.
One could gather visual data from the view points twice, once without the object and once
with the object in the scene. Due to the relatively small repeatability error of an industrial robot
arm, the visual data captured at each view point would only differ at those pixels where the object
has been inserted into the scene. A background subtraction algorithm (see chapter 5) could be
utilised to find the object mask for each view point image. Each object mask would correspond
to a segmentation label for their corresponding data sample. Thereby, one could autonomously
generate the annotated training data required to train a segmentation model for a given set of objects. In the presented use case 1.0.1, the robot arm can generate its own training data at first hand
in the real world, at the real work space, with the real objects, and the real cluttered background.
This approach only requires a human assistant to move the objects of interest one by one into the
common view spot.
However, the object mask is not sufficient to train Dense Fusion 6D pose estimation. The pose
estimation further requires the object pose seen from each data sample as well as the point cloud of
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each object. The object is static with respect to the robot origin during the data gathering. Therefore, the object pose with respect to the camera can be determined via the transformation from the
camera to the robot origin and the transformation from the robot origin to the object (see chapter 8). The transformation matrix from the robot end-effector to the camera can be determined
via a hand-eye-calibration (see 4.4).
Now consider the depth information of each sample in order to find the missing transformation from the robot origin to the object. Since the object mask can be found for each sample via the
background subtraction, one can utilise it to make a surface point cloud of the object in each sample, given its depth information and the camera’s intrinsic parameters. That surface point cloud
can be plotted with respect to the robot origin due to the hand-eye-calibration and the robot endeffector pose. Thereby, one can plot, for each object, the surface point clouds gained by different
view points with respect to the robot origin.
When inserting a given object into the common view spot, the robot moves the camera around
the object and captures it from different perspectives. During this motion, the object does not
move with respect to the robot origin. Therefore, the surface point clouds with respect to the
robot gained from those perspectives on the given object form a combined point cloud, which is
covering the observable surface of the object.
However, the robot might not be able to cover the complete object placed on a table in front
of the robot. Therefore, it is proposed that the human assistant is requested to rotate the object
around its vertical axis (see figure 4.2.1), after the robot has gathered a first set of samples from
the view points. A second set of samples covers the backside of the given object. Afterwards, both
combined bigger point clouds generated by their sets of samples are combined into a single final
point cloud covering nearly the full surface of the object (see chapter 7).
utilising the final point cloud of the object and the two smaller halves one can now use the
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [2] to find the two transformations, which moves the final
point cloud into the two halves. Afterwards, one can get the object position and rotation with
respect to the robot origin from the transformed final point cloud.
The position of the object during each sample set is set to be the middle point of the point
cloud transformed into their corresponding half. For the first sample set the object is set to be
at its zero rotation. However, for the second set the object has been rotated to some degree, and
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Figure 4.2.1: Rotating the object around its vertical axis.

since a human assistant is requested to perform the rotation, both a rotational and position offset
are guaranteed. Therefore, the ICP algorithm is used to find the best-fitting transformation moving
the final point cloud into the rotated half point cloud. From the transformed final point cloud one
can now gain the position and rotation of the object with respect to the robot origin. With the
missing transformation from the object to the robot origin one can now determine the pose of the
object shown in each sample with respect to the camera.
The presented concept is capable of generating a complete data set of a given range of objects
to train both the segmentation and pose estimation model. It requires the human assistant to insert or rotate a given object upon request, while doing the rest autonomously. Furthermore, the
data can be gathered on the real world task circumventing the reality gap.
The remaining sections of this chapter present the work regarding the implementation of the presented concept with respect to view points, robot path, hand-eye-calibration, and data collection.
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4.3

View Points & Robot Path

Two crucial parts of the presented data generation concept are the view points and the path the
robot takes to reach those view points. One could come up with a method to generate a set of
view points, which maximises variation in perspectives on the given object in order to receive a
well distributed training data set, covering a maximum of the object surface. Furthermore, one
could use a collision avoidance algorithm to navigate the robot through the work space without
the risk of a crash. A method in which a user is asked to point where the system has to set the
common view spot, and the view points are generated automatically.
However, that can not be covered within this project and has to be left out for future work due
to time limitations. This project has to settle with a method which enables the user to teach the
view points. The robot moves sequentially to the taught view points one by one as they have been
taught. Therefore, the user has to ensure, with the help of way points, that the robot can move
repeatably through the view points. Furthermore, the user is requested to start and stop in the
home position to allow the robot to loop through the path. The robot path is formed by the full
set of via points and view points from home position to home position. With this method a total
of 156 viewpoints are taught for this project, which can be seen in figure 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.3.1: Visualisation of the distribution of the 156 view points taught for this project
to gather the training data sets.

The green triangle represents the robot home position, which is the start and stop position on
the robot path. The view direction of each view point is represented by a green arrow, which point
at the common view spot represented by the blue point.

4.4

Hand-Eye-Calibration

The method described in section 4.3 is also used to teach a set of view points facing an Aruco board
(see figure 4.4.1) in order to find the hand-eye-calibration defining the transformation from the
robot end-effector to the camera.
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Figure 4.4.1: Aruco board used for hand-eye-calibration.

The open source OpenCV [5] image processing library offers an aruco board detection implementation, which is used to find the transformation from the camera to the aruco board for each
view point. Thereby, the aruco board transformation and the robot end-effector pose is known for
each view point. With that information one can utilise the CamOdoCal ¹ open source library in
order to find the hand-eye-calibration. The used hand-eye-calibration algorithm is based on the
work of Daniilidis [11] from 1999.

4.5

Data Collection

This section describes the non-annotated data collected by the presented first hand data generation concept (see section 4.2, which is used throughout this project to develop and test the individual modules of the complete concept of Autonomously Generating Annotated Training Data for
6D Object Pose Estimation (see section 3.1).
¹Github url: https://github.com/hengli/camodocal
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A total of 12 objects are selected to be part of this project. Figure 4.5.1 gives an overview of the
objects and their corresponding object name. The objects are selected to keep a variation in size,
colour, weight, and form. Furthermore, the objects are found most frequently in an industrial
environment, which suits the use case. Also the objects appear to vary in difficulty in terms of
grasping them with a parallel gripper attached to a robot arm.

Figure 4.5.1: An overview of the objects and their corresponding tags used within this
project.

For each object, the human assistant is following the given procedure in order to collect the required data:
1. Set robot to teach mode
2. Enter object name
3. Select number and kind of added object rotations
4. Clean the workstation, leave only the background in the scene
5. The robot captures the background data samples
6. Insert the object into scene
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7. The robot captures the foreground data samples
8. Rotate the object
9. The robot captures the foreground data samples
To robot iterates over the view points according to the robot path to capture the data samples. The
robot is capped at 30 % velocity and 30 % acceleration during the data collection for safety reasons.
It takes the robot each time about 15 min to iterate over the 156 view points and collect the data samples. Hence, the data collection requires around 45 min to acquire the non-annotated training data
for a new object, plus the time used by the assistant to clean the scene, and insert/rotate the object,
which is a matter of seconds. However, the time used by the assistant does not have a significant
impact on the total time of 45 min .
For each object and at each view point, the following data sample is captured and stored into a
file system:
• RGB image
• Depth image
• Meta data:
– Object name
– Robot origin to end-effector transformation (4 × 4 matrix)
– Hand-eye-calibration (4 × 4 matrix)
– Depth scale (pixel to meter)
– A Boolean indicating whether the object is symmetric or not
– View point ID
– Joint configuration
– Requested added object rotation (4 × 4 matrix)
– Camera’s intrinsic parameters
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Extra Data
The data sample defined above is also collected every 50 mm on the robot path during the capture
of the foreground. Thereby, the data collection gathers some extra data samples along the way
without increasing the number of view points. The robot is still in motion during the extra data
collection, which causes the image data and meta data to be not taken at the very same position,
they are not recorded at the very same time.
That extra data does not have a corresponding background image, and therefore no generated
segmentation label. However, once the segmentation model is trained, it can be used to gain the
missing segmentation labels. Thereby, the extra data could be used during the training of the pose
estimation, though the target pose has an additional offset.
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5

Background Subtraction
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Background subtraction is a commonly used method to detect objects in a static scene from a
camera image stream. It is frequently used for surveillance purposes, where some background
subtraction algorithm is used to learn the background over time. Once the background is caught,
the system can subtract it from the incoming camera image stream and segment the foreground.
During this project, it is necessary to subtract the background from the foreground with only two
images, in order to find the mask of the object, which was inserted into the scenery after the background is captured [25].

5.1

Related Work

Background subtraction has been an active topic of research for decades. There are quite a number
of background subtraction methods available for which Piccardi [25] published a review of the
most commonly used in 2004. In his work, Piccardi compared the benefits and weaknesses of
those background subtraction methods. However, there is no clear winner. One has to find a
working solution fitting the problem at hand. The public and ready to use Python implementation
of the OpenCV [5] library offers a broad range of background subtraction algorithms. Some of the
commonly used background subtraction algorithms are the KNN, MOG2, and GMG subtractors.
Each of them is designed as a running system, which processes an incoming image, subtracts the
background, and updates its knowledge about the background.
The increasing popularity of machine learning does also take place at the field of background
subtraction algorithms. Braham & Van Droogenbroeck [6] presented a CNN for background subtraction in 2016. It subtracts the background from the foreground and processes the subtraction
map in order to detect objects in the scenery. Babaee et al. [1] proposed a segmentation CNN in
2017, which extracts features, updates a background model, and performs a segmentation. Wang et
al. [39] proposed a CNN featuring depth information for background subtraction in 2019, showing
the strength of a 4th feature channel with further information, which colour alone can not provide.
However, these methods are designed as running systems, which update their background
and learn over time. The following section investigates issues regarding the available background
subtraction algorithms, and how their application differs from the background subtraction task
required by this project.
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Related Issues
The background subtraction task of this project does not feature a time sequence of the scenery,
from which a background could be learned. In the background subtraction task of this project,
there is only one background image and one foreground image for each data sample.
The presented background subtraction algorithms are designed for surveillance purposes, where
the input is a continuous stream of images. In surveillance, the background changes slowly over
time. For instance, the leaves on a tree might disappear during the fall.
The scenery of this project is static and does not need to be learned over time. Furthermore,
the camera position is changing and the position of the view points slightly varies in between the
capturing of the background and foreground data samples. This is due to the offset gained by the
repeatability error of the robot arm when moving to the same target position twice.
One could train the available background subtraction algorithms by inserting the background
image multiple times until the background is learned. Afterwards, the foreground is processed and
the background subtracted. However, during some testing it was found that a slight positional
offset, light flickering, or any other minor random disturbance causes the algorithms to overfit
on the background and provide unacceptable results. Furthermore, the iterative training step of
the background is relatively computationally expensive, since the algorithm is retrained for each
sample. Therefore, two novel one shot background subtraction algorithms are developed to suit
the background subtraction task of this project.

5.2

One shot Background Subtraction

The related work offers two approaches to the background subtraction. The classical approach uses
standard image processing tools to design an analytical algorithm. The deep learning approach features CNNs, which learn to perform background subtraction for a given task. Though the related
work does not suit the background subtraction case at hand. Therefore, two novel background
subtraction algorithms are presented, which are based on the classical and deep learning approach,
respectively.
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Classical Approach
The following background subtraction algorithm is based on classical image processing tools. It
follows a sequential logic to transform the input batch of a back- and foreground image to a binary
segmentation mask. Figure 5.2.1 displays the approach in 16 steps. Steps 1 − 4 in figure 5.2.1

Figure 5.2.1: Background subtraction algorithm based on classical image processing tools,
which extracts the object in the foreground image.

show the foreground and background data of the input batch. Steps 5 − 7 show the absolute
subtraction map of the three data types of depth, RGB, and HSV. In steps 8 − 9, the channels
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of the subtraction maps weighted are and summed into a single channel map shown in step 10.
Step 11 applies a threshold and converts the single channel map into a binary map. Step 12 applies
an opening and closing algorithm to the map in order to remove noise. In step 13, a connected
component analysis is conducted and an average score is computed for each component. The
score is based on the mean value of the component in the map of step 10. In step 14, the component
with the highest average score remains, while the other components are removed from the map.
In step 15, the component standard deviation is computed and every pixel with a score below the
mean minus one standard deviation is removed. Thereby, noise introduced by the object shade is
partially removed. The final segmentation mask is shown in step 16.
Deep Learning Approach
The present work is partially inspired by the work of Babaee et al. [1] and Wang et al. [39]. Babaee
et al. use a CNN for segmentation purposes, which extracts features from the back- and foreground
image batch and reconstructs a binary subtraction mask from it. Wang et al. uses the additional
information of the depth image channel to perform background subtraction, enhancing the final
result.

Figure 5.2.2: The deep learning approach to the background subtraction task of this
project.
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Figure 5.2.2 illustrates a deep learning approach to the given background subtraction task of
this project. The classical approach visualised that converting the colour information from RGB
to HSV before subtracting the background from the foreground finds features from a different
colour space (see figure 5.2.1). Therefore, a preprocessing step copies the colour information of
the RGB − D input data and converts it into a HSV colour representation. Afterwards, each foreground channel is subtracted with their corresponding background channel. This results in a 7
channel subtraction map (Hue, Saturation, Value, Red, Green, Blue, Depth). Each channel represents the change in their channel found in between the foreground and background. This matrix
is fed into an encoder, which extracts embedded features. Afterwards, a decoder reconstructs a
binary segmentation mask of the input foreground from the embedded features.
A special training data set is created in order to train the encoder and decoder of the deep
learning background subtraction approach. It features 16 objects (see figure 5.2.3), which differ
from the objects used in the segmentation and pose estimation data set described in section 4.5.
The robotic setup available for this project is used to create this data set as well. A different set

Figure 5.2.3: The 16 objects of the data set used to train the encoder and decoder of the
deep learning background subtraction approach.
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of 23 viewpoints is taught using the already existing infrastructure (see section 4.3). Thereby, a
data set is created with 23 image batches for each of the 16 objects. This results in a total of 368
training image batches. The reference standard for each batch is annotated by hand. According to
common practice, the training data is split into training and validation data. For the training, the
data samples of 13 objects is used, while the data samples of the remaining 3 objects are used to
validate the trained model after each training epoch.
The U-Net [29] architecture is a standard and proven encoder-decoder architecture.
Yakubovskiy [42] published the Segmentation Models Python library in 2019, which offers a plug
and play Pytorch [23] implementation for various known segmentation models. The Segmentation
Models library enables the user to change the input channels of a given model, which is required
by the 7 channel input of this task. Furthermore, a backbone can be selected to change the size
and depth of the architecture.
A 7 channel input U-Net [29] implementation with a Res-Net 34 [14] backbone without pretrained weights is used as encoder and decoder. The Res-Net 34 backbone is a well known encoder architecture. The U-Net and Res-Net architectures have been selected to make a proof of
concept, rather than developing a fine-tuned encoder-decoder architecture for background subtraction. The processed input data is a subtraction map, which differs from the RGB feature space
gained by most pretrained models. Since no reasonable pretrained weights are available, none can
be selected.
The neural network is trained via the jaccard loss, which is a standard loss for segmentation
models. Data augmentation is applied on the training data in order to virtually increase the amount
of data and to make the background subtraction algorithm more receptive to colour disturbances.
The following augmentation is applied to the data set:
• Random Rotation
• Random Vertical Flip
• Random Horizontal Flip
• Colour Jitter
Figure 5.2.4 shows the training logs of the encoder-decoder. The blue curve shows the jaccard loss.
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Figure 5.2.4: The training logs of the deep learning background subtraction approach. The
blue curve shows the training loss, while the red curves shows the mean intersection over
union. The term cca refers to a connected component analyses conducted as a post processing step.

The mIoU shown by the red curves are scored by the model after each epoch on the validation data.
The cca in the plot on the very right of the figure refers to a connected component analysis, which
is used in a post processing step to leave only the component in the prediction with the highest
average confidence. This is done since only one object is included in the scene. The per pixel
confidence is given by the softmax output of the decoder. Figure 5.2.5 shows some predictions
made on the validation data during the best epoch of the training.

Figure 5.2.5: Predictions made by the deep learning approach of the background subtraction algorithm during the validation step of the best epoch. The reference standard is shown
in the first row and the corresponding predictions are below.
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5.3

Evaluate the Algorithms

The two presented background subtraction algorithms are tested on the data set created for the
training and development of the segmentation and the pose estimation. Reference standard segmentation labels are annotated by hand for 20 % of the data samples. The amount is limited due
to the time consuming nature of segmentation label annotation. The annotation took around 4.5
hours for the 12 objects of the data set with 31 randomly selected data samples each. Thereby, a
total of 372 data samples is annotated and used to test the background subtraction algorithms. TaTask
RS vs. CA
RS vs. DLA
CA vs. DLA

mIoU

Accuracy

.711
.707
.732

.996
.995
.996

Precision Recall
.846
.958
.895

.813
.740
.809

Table 5.3.1: Results of the developed classical (CA) and deep learning (DLA) background
subtraction algorithms tested versus a human labelled reference standard (RS).

ble 5.3.1 shows the results gained by the two developed background subtraction algorithms with
respect to the human annotated reference standard.

5.4

Quality Review

Figure 5.4.1 shows an example of a data sample with a human annotated reference standard label
vs. the autonomously annotated labels, given by the proposed background subtraction algorithms.
The classical approach scores a higher mean intersection over union (mIoU) as well as a bigger
recall. This might be due to the fact that the classical approach covers more of the image, e.g. more
around the edge of the object, or the shade of the object, which explains the smaller precision
score.
The deep learning background subtraction algorithm is found to be more robust to disturbances compared to the classical approach. Figures 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 show the preprocessing step
and the processing result of the deep learning background subtraction algorithm. It can be seen
that the deep learning approach can cope with missing depth information.
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Figure 5.4.1: Data sample with its reference standard compared to the generated labels via
the two background subtraction algorithms.

Figure 5.4.2: Preprocessing and processing results of the deep learning background subtraction with a bad depth image.
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Figure 5.4.3: Preprocessing and processing results of the deep learning background subtraction with a good depth image.

Table 5.4.1 shows the process speed for both background subtraction algorithms. For the purTask

Samples i7 − 7700HQ

GTX1050

DLA
CA
DLA
CA
DLA
CA

3744
3744
312
312
1
1

915 sec
650 sec
−
−
76 sec
54 sec
−
−
∼ .244 sec ∼ .174 sec
−
−

2332 sec
2674 sec
194 sec
223 sec
∼ .623 sec
∼ .714 sec

GTX1080

Table 5.4.1: Processing times of the two background subtraction algorithms for the 3744
samples in the pose estimation data sets, with 312 samples per class. The classical approach
(CA) is tested with an Intel i7-7700HQ CPU and the deep learning approach (DLA) allows
GPU acceleration with two Nvidia GTX 1080 GPUs.

pose of pose estimation training (see chapter 9) and point cloud stitching (see chapter 7), it is
found that a higher precision is more important than a higher recall, because points are sampled
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on the object surface during the pose estimation and point cloud stitching, which might not belong
to the object, due to a lower segmentation precision. Furthermore, the deep learning approach is
several orders of magnitude faster than the classical approach if a GPU is available. Therefore, the
deep learning approach is used throughout this project for the given background subtraction task.
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6

Segmentation Model
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A segmentation model is used by the Dense Fusion to preprocess the input data by distinguishing
which part of the image belongs to a certain object class or background. This section investigates
proven and pretrained neural network architectures, which are available for the given task. Furthermore, an existing architecture is selected and trained upon the collected data by the proposed
data generation (see chapter 4) and the autonomously generated segmentation annotations by
the background subtraction (see chapter 5).

6.1

Model Architecture

The authors of Dense Fusion developed a so-called vanilla segmentation model. This model is used
during their grasping experiments to preprocess the incoming video stream for the pose estimation. The vanilla segmentation model architecture is built similar to most encoder-decoder architectures. However, one can use any other segmentation model architecture. The Segmentation
Models Python library [42] offers a variety of ready-to-use Pytorch [23] implementations of wellknown and proven segmentation models. The available and relevant segmentation models are
U-Net [29] (2015), PSP-Net [45] (2016), and Link-Net [7] (2017). The U-Net architecture is the
oldest and most known of those three architectures.
This project proceeds with the U-Net segmentation model as preprocessing tool for the 6D
pose estimation. The Res-Net 34 [14] backbone is used, similar to the learning approach for the
background subtraction (see section 5.2). However, the backbone is pretrained on the Imagenet [31]
data set this time, since both problems share the same feature space.

6.2

Training

The training of the segmentation model is done on the data gathered by the proposed data generation concept (see section 4.2). Via the proposed deep learning based background subtraction
algorithm the gathered data is autonomously annotated (see section 5.4). This results in a training
data set featuring 12 objects (see figure 4.5.1), with 2 × 156 training samples (see section 4.3) each,
a total of 3744 training samples.
The segmentation model is trained via the commonly used jaccard loss function. The following
data augmentation is applied to the training data set to avoid overfitting and to make the segmen44

tation model more robust against colour disturbances and position/size variations.
• Colour Jitter
• Random Rotation
• Random Crop
• Random Zoom
Following common practice, 80 % of the training data is used to train the segmentation model,
while 20 % is used to validate the current model state. The mean intersection over union (mIoU)
metric is used to validate the performance of the model. For all validation samples, the mIoU is
computed after each training epoch. Figure 6.2.1 shows the training logs of the described U-Net
segmentation model on the given training data. The training and validation loss is shown by the
two blue curves, while the two red curves show the mIoU.

Figure 6.2.1: The training results of the described segmentation model trained on the data
set created by the proposed data generation concept (see chapter 4).

The model was trained for 250 epochs over a time span of approximately 8 hours. It reached its
best validation mIoU of .856 after 174 epochs. After approximately 50 epochs, the model already
began to converge towards its maximum validation score.
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6.3

Segmentation Performance

The performance of the trained segmentation model is tested via the reference standard segmentation labels, which are already used to test the background subtraction algorithms (see section 5.3).
Figure 6.3.1 shows a comparison between the human labelled reference standard and the gener-

Figure 6.3.1: Reference standard segmentation label vs. the generated segmentation labels
from the background subtraction and the segmentation model.

ated annotations for some data samples.
Task
RS vs. BS DLA
RS vs. SM
BS DLA vs. SM

mIoU

Accuracy

.726
.707
.862

.996
.995
.998

Precision Recall
.917
.958
.984

.794
.740
.875

Table 6.3.1: Results of the segmentation model (SM) and the deep learning approach to the
background subtraction (BS DLA) tested vs. a human labelled reference standard (RS).

Table 6.3.1 shows that the segmentation model scores a mIoU close to the annotations made
by the deep learning based background subtraction algorithm, which are used to train the segmentation model. The direct comparison between the results of the background subtraction and the
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segmentation model (see table 6.3.1) shows that the two algorithms have a similar performance,
but differ in other areas. The segmentation model has a higher precision but lower recall. The
difference seems to be the same as the difference between the two background subtraction algorithms (see 5.4).
However, it seems that the segmentation model finds its own preferences, rather than replicating the performance of the target background subtraction algorithm. It weights precision over
recall, which might be due to the nature of the pretrained weights. The segmentation labels of the
pose estimation data samples are updated via the trained segmentation model due to its higher annotation precision. The processing time to update the segmentation labels of the pose estimation
data samples is shown in table 6.3.1.
Nr Samples i7 − 7700HQ

GTX1050

3744
312
1

465 sec
316 sec
∼ .244 sec ∼ .174 sec
∼ .244 sec ∼ .174 sec

1709 sec
∼ .623 sec
∼ .623 sec

GTX1080

Table 6.3.2: Processing time of the trained segmentation model used to update the segmentation annotations of the 3744 samples in the pose estimation data sets, with 312 samples per
class. The processing time is tested with a Intel i7-7700HQ CPU and with two Nvidia GTX
1080 GPUs.

Thereby, the points sampled on the object during the training of the pose estimation are more
likely to actually be located on the object. This also benefits the point cloud stitching, which is
described in the following chapter.
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7

Point Cloud Stitching
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A point cloud is a set of x points located in cartesian space. Commonly, those point sets are used to
mathematically represent a real world scene or objects in a simulation or mathematical problem.
The shape and size of a given real world object can be represented by sampling a number of points
located on the object surface.
Point cloud stitching is a method, which joins two point clouds of a given object instance [8,
10] or scenery [41] into a single combined point cloud. In most cases, point clouds have some
sort of measurement noise, which makes it impractical to simply join two point clouds by adding
their points. There are multiple smart methods available, which follow some algorithm to find the
best fit when joining two point clouds. Those methods are investigated in the following section.

7.1

Related Work

Xu et al. [41] presented a method to join scenery point clouds gained by a single hand-held camera
at different view points in 2019. This method is able to automatically deal with different kinds of
measurement uncertainties introduced by the hand-held camera sensor. Within their algorithm is
the bundle block adjustment [37] method applied to join the point clouds of the scenery gained by
the different view points.
In contrast to single camera, Chu & Nie [10] proposed a novel approach to the problem of
multi view point clouds registration in 2011. The multi view point clouds registration problem
aims at combining the point cloud information gained by multiple cameras perceiving the same
scene or object from different perspectives. Thereby, the perception range is effectively increased,
which a single camera is incapable of perceiving. Chu & Nie base their method on extracting 2D
Scale-invariant feature transform information from the different point clouds to join the multiple
views.
Chen et al. [8] proposed a multi camera point cloud reconstruction algorithm in 2019. This
algorithm aims to reconstruct a given real world object by joining the perceptual information of
the object gained by multiple cameras facing the object from different perspectives. They further
enhance the quality of the combined point cloud with their adaptive point cloud correction algorithm, which fits the individual point clouds to a reference point cloud.
While the presented work offers relevant state-of-the-art methods to the multi view point
cloud stitching problem of this project, they appear impractical due to missing Python implemen49

tations. Adapting and implementing those methods is out of the scope of the present project.
Zhou et al. [46] created with Open3D a open source ready-to-use Python library for 3D data
processing in 2018. Amongst other things, the Open3D library offers an implementation of the
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) registration algorithm introduced by Rusinkiewicz & Levoy [30] in
2001. This algorithm is a commonly used optimisation method for finding the best transformation which fits a target point cloud to a source point cloud. Furthermore, Open3D offers a set of
useful optimised point cloud manipulation tools, which are required to process point clouds in
reasonable time.
The following section presents a point cloud stitching method designed and developed for the
needs of this project utilising the Open3D library.

7.2

Multi View and Multi Rotation Stitching

The point cloud stitching use case of this project is to reconstruct the shape and size of a given
object in a single point cloud. The object point cloud is used to compute the loss function during
the training of the pose estimation, and thereby guides the pose estimation towards reasonable
predictions. Therefore, the object point cloud is required to feature as much as possible of the
object with the highest possible quality, in order to have the most accurate loss. Following the
work of Chu & Nie [10] and Chen et al. [8], this project uses multiple view points on a common
scene or object to effectively increase the visual perceptual range. Figure 7.2.1 shows a set of 30
selected view points used by this project.
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Figure 7.2.1: Overview of the 30 view points used to reconstruct the object point cloud.
The green arrows show the view direction of the view points. The blue dot represents the
common spot where the target object is located. The green triangle represents the position
of the robot end-effector in its home position.

The view points are selected from the 156 available view points by finding a set of v view points
with the biggest possible positional distribution. By evaluating the results of the point cloud stitching algorithm it has been found that the algorithm works fine with 30 view points.
Surface Point cloud
For each object and for each time the human assistant is requested to rotate the object during
the data generation (see section 4.2), a data sample is created at each view point. From each data
sample, a surface point cloud is generated via the included depth information of the image, the
camera’s intrinsic parameters, and the segmentation label generated by the segmentation model.
Figure 7.2.2 shows an annotated colour data sample from the Assembly Wall object. A set of p
evenly distributed pixels is sampled from the segmentation label of the given object and projected
to a point in cartesian space. The resulting set of points is a point cloud featuring the surface of
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Figure 7.2.2: RGB image and generated segmentation label of the Assembly Wall object
gained by the 1st view point.

the given object from a given view point. Figure 7.2.3 shows how a data sample of the Assembly
Wall object shown in figure 7.2.2 is converted to a surface point cloud. The surface point might
include points that do not belong to the object due to possible annotation mistakes made by the
the segmentation model. Therefore, statistical and spacial outsiders are removed from the surface
point cloud. Furthermore, the surface point cloud is down sampled to a constant distribution
to remove redundancy and reduce processing time. The surface point cloud of a given object is

Figure 7.2.3: Surface point cloud of the Assemble Wall object gained by the 1st view point.
The 3D point cloud is shown from 3 angles, with the tag describing the rotation relative to
the robot origin.
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generated for each view point as shown in figure 7.2.1. For each time the human assistant applies
a rotation to the object, another set of surface point clouds is generated. This results in a set of v
surface point clouds for r rotations for each object.
Stitching
Each set of v surface point clouds is stitched to a single combined point cloud, one for each of the
r rotations for each object.
In order to do so, each of the surface point clouds is moved into the common robot cartesian
space by applying the inverse hand-eye-calibration transformation matrix and the inverse robot
end-effector pose to the surface point cloud, respectively. Thereby, the surface point clouds share
the same origin and each set can be stitched together.
Figure 7.2.4 shows a second annotated colour data sample of the Assembly Wall object. The

Figure 7.2.4: RGB image and generated segmentation annotation of the Assembly Wall
object gained by the 2nd view point.

second data sample is also converted to a surface point cloud and transformed into the common
robot origin. The two surface point clouds are now stitched together via the ICP registration
method, which finds an optimised transformation matrix moving the target surface point cloud
into the source surface point cloud. Figure 7.2.5 shows the combined point cloud resulting from
the two generated surface point clouds. Comparing the figures 7.2.3 and 7.2.5, one can ascertain
that the combined surface has less holes and appears overall more solid. Each surface point cloud
in a given set is transformed towards the first point cloud and combined with the current combined
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Figure 7.2.5: The first two surface point clouds of the Assembly Wall object gained by their
individual view point are combined via ICP registration to a single point cloud. The combined point cloud is shown above from three different perspectives.

point cloud. The combined point cloud grows and gains more detail of the visible object surface
over the v iterations. Statistical outsiders, spacial outsiders, and redundant points are removed
from the combined point cloud after each iteration.
Combine Rotations
Once a combined point cloud is stitched from the v view points for each object rotation, a complete point cloud is stitched from the combined point clouds. Figure 7.2.6 shows how the two
combined point cloud of the different rotations of the Assembly Wall object are further stitched to
a compete point cloud. The rotation applied on the object is done by a human assistant, which
guaranties a rotational and positional offset. The human added position offset might cause the
halves to be on top of each other. Further, this potentially causes the ICP registration to overfit
the point clouds into a single blob, rather than joining them like halves. During the development,
it has been found that adding a 20 mm offset on the target point cloud before the stitching improves
the visual quality of the point cloud. The 20 mm gab guides the ICP registration to move the halves
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Figure 7.2.6: Combining the two point clouds of the Assembly Wall object, one for each
rotation added to the object. A 20 mm gab is added between the two point clouds to guide
the IPC registration and avoid overfitting.

closer until they reach a certain optimisation threshold. That threshold is set experimentally rather
high to avoid an overfitting merge.

7.3

Evaluation

The presented point cloud stitching method is applied to each of the 12 objects in the generated
pose estimation data set. The required processing time is presented in table 7.3.1.
Nr Objects i7 − 7700HQ
12
1

106.37 sec
8.86 sec

Table 7.3.1: Processing time of the point cloud stitching of the 12 objects with two rotations and 30 view points. The processing time is tested with an Intel i7-7700HQ CPU.
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Figure 7.3.1: The stitched point cloud of the Assembly Wall object based on the segmentation annotations predicted by the trained segmentation model.

Figure 7.3.1 shows the final stitched point cloud of the Assembly Wall object. Comparing it
to its appearance shown in the figures 7.2.2 and 7.2.4, one can see that the generated point cloud
represents the objects shape. The bigger hole is captured while the smaller one vanished. However,
its proportional shape appears correct. There are some points jumping out of place, and the table
and shade is captured as well. Overall the point cloud appears decent for the purpose of computing
the pose estimation loss.
Figure 7.3.2 shows the generated final stitched point cloud of the Assembly Wall object based
on the segmentation labels done by the deep learning approach of the background subtraction.
Overall the two point cloud versions look similar, with only minor changes. However, when comparing the outcome for each object it appears that the segmentation model based segmentation
labels generate a slightly better and more consistent object point cloud. Figure 7.3.3 shows the
outcome of the point cloud stitching when using the classical approach of the background subtraction algorithm to generate the segmentation labels. Here, one can see the benefits of a high
precision over high recall (see section 5.3).
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Figure 7.3.2: The stitched point cloud of the Assembly Wall object based on the segmentation annotations generated by the deep learning approach of the background subtraction.

Figure 7.3.3: The stitched point cloud of the Assembly Wall object based on the segmentation annotations generated by the classical approach of the background subtraction.
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8

Target Pose Generation
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Dense Fusion is supposed to learn to estimate a given pose of an object of interest with respect to the
camera. In order to do so, the supervised learning of the pose estimation requires the annotated
target pose of the object seen from each data sample. This chapter describes an algorithm which
autonomously generates those target pose annotations for each data sample via the stitched point
clouds (see chapter 7).

8.1

Autonomous Target Pose Annotation

The object pose with respect to the camera at any view point is defined by the following equation,
TCO = (TOR TRE TEC )−1

(8.1)

where TCO is the transformation from the camera to the robot (target pose), TOR the transformation
from object to robot origin, TRE the transformation from robot origin to robot end-effector, and TEC
the transformation from robot end-effector to the camera. Figure 8.1.1 visualises equation 8.1 for
a better understanding.
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Figure 8.1.1: Visualisation of the equation 8.1 describing the transformation from the camera to the object.

The transformation TRE is known by the robot and is stored in each data sample. The transformations TEC is a static transformation, which does not change given that the mounted camera is
not manipulated. The TEC can be found via a hand-eye-calibration (see 4.4). The transformation
TOR changes as soon as the object is moved with respect to the robot. This transformation is the
key transformation to generate the target pose for each data sample.
If the assistant inserts an object into the common view spot, the object’s rotation and position
are completely unknown. The center point of the object is not defined, which relates to the object position. Nor is the zero rotation defined, which describes the object rotation whereby the
object is not rotated at all. Therefore, the target pose can be defined by the system, as long as it is
consistent in its representation.
The point cloud stitching algorithm creates a point cloud for each rotation of each object (see
section 7.2). Furthermore, a complete point cloud of each object is created from all its rotations.
The ICP registration algorithm is used to fit the complete point cloud of a given object into each
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of the combined point clouds created for each rotation of the object. From the transformed complete point cloud, one can now extract the position and rotation with respect to the robot origin.
Thereby, the transformation matrix TOR is known for each object sample. Hence, one can determine the target pose of any object with respect to the camera via the equation 8.1.

8.2

Target Pose Quality

The target pose for each data sample in the generated pose estimation data set is determined with
the proposed algorithm. Table 8.2.1 shows the processing time used to autonomously generate the
target pose for the total 3744 data samples of the generated data set. The autonomously generated
Samples i7 − 7700HQ
3744
312
1

3.28 sec
.27 sec
.00087 sec

Table 8.2.1: Processing time of the target pose generation of the total 3744 data samples,
with 312 samples per object. The processing time is tested with an Intel i7-7700HQ CPU.

target pose for each data sample relies on the quality and accuracy of the point cloud stitching
as well as on accuracy of the hand-eye-calibration. Thereby, the target pose further relies on the
quality of the depth sensor, the camera’s intrinsic parameters, the segmentation label, and the ICP
registration. Overall, the system faces several uncertainties, without a guaranteed approximation
to the ground truth.
In order to check whether the quality of the target pose is sufficient, one can use it to project
the object point cloud into the RGB image as shown in figure 8.2.1. However, a metric function can
not be used due to a missing reference standard, as described in section 3.2. From the projection
shown in figure 8.2.1, one can obtain that the target pose transforms the generated point cloud
quite decently into the RGB image of the data sample. The rotation and position appear to be
visually accurate. Some points are projected onto the table. However, those points are actually
part of the point cloud. Hence, they do not interfere with the quality of the target pose.
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Figure 8.2.1: The points in the Motor object point cloud transformed by the shown sample’s target pose are projected to their corresponding pixels of the sample’s RGB image.

Another method to check the quality of the generated target pose is to train the pose estimation and test its performance in a real world scenario. The following chapter 9 describes the
training of the pose estimation in detail, while chapter 10 presents a grasping experiment, which
tests the trained pose estimation model in a real world applicability.
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9

Pose Estimation
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This chapter describes the training of Dense Fusion with the generated and autonomously annotated training data featuring the 12 objects of interest (see figure 4.5.1). Furthermore, two experiments are conducted to investigate what effect an increase in data samples and view points has on
the overall performance of the pose estimation.

9.1

Train the Pose Estimation

Wang et al. [38] published in combination with their Dense Fusion article an Pytorch [23] implementation of their work on Github ¹. This implementation includes the estimator and the refiner
of the architecture. Furthermore, Wang et al. included the training and data set script used for
their training experiments. Those scripts are altered in order to suit the structure of the generated
data.
The training script of Dense Fusion is tuned to fit the two target data sets YCB-Video [40] and
LineMOD [15]. The same training hyper parameters used for the YCB-Video data set are used for
this project, in order to prove stable learning without hyper parameter tuning.
The data available to train the pose estimation is split into two sets again. The first set of 80 %
of the data is used to train the pose estimation. The remaining 20 % are used to validate the trained
model after each epoch. The data samples of the 156 available view points are distributed to the two
data sets. Thereby, the first and bigger training data set includes the data samples of 125 selected
view points, while the remaining 31 view points are unique to the second and smaller validation
data set. To select the view points used in the training data set, a 3D grid is used which only allows
one view point per voxel. The grid size is increased until the desired number of 125 view points is
reached. Hence, the training view points are evenly distributed, and the validation view points are
located in between the training view points, but are never seen during the training.
The pose estimation for this project is trained for 500 epochs. The model trains each epoch on
the complete training data in a random order. The training of the pose estimation is split into two
training loops as described in section 2.3. The first loop trains the estimator component, which
is trained until it reaches a validation ADD score of at least 0.10 mm or reaches a maximum of
400 training epochs. The second loop continues to train the refiner component for the remaining
epochs (at least 100 epochs).
¹Dense Fusion Github: https://github.com/j96w/DenseFusion
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The original Dense Fusion loss function of Wang et al. is presented in the Learning Methods of
section 2.3 (see equation 2.2). The loss function is based on the average distance of model points
p
(Li ), which is presented in equation 2.1. The average distance does not directly express the distribution of the model points. Thereby, a pose might be estimated which minimises the average
distance in some clumped area of the point cloud, rather than finding a pose which suits all points
equally. Therefore, this project proposes to add the standard deviation of the distance of model points
(L2p ), which is defined in equation 9.1.
√
p
L2i

=

1 ∑
p
( ∥ (Rxj + t) − (R̂i xj + t̂i ) ∥ −Li )2
M j

(9.1)

The average distance and its standard deviation are combined in an updated Dense Fusion loss
function in equation 9.2.
L=

1 ∑ p
p
(Li + w2 L2i ) ci − w1 log(ci )
N i

(9.2)

Similar to the confidence (w1 log(ci )), the standard deviation is regulated by some weight (w2 ),
in order to balance the components of the loss function. For simplicity, the w2 weight is set to one
for the training of the pose estimation models using the updated Dense Fusion loss function.

9.2

Training Results

Two pose estimation models are trained to compare the effect and quality of the generated segmentation labels with respect to the pose estimation. Those two pose estimation models are referred as SM and the DLA BS pose estimation models. The SM pose estimation model uses the
segmentation labels provided by the trained segmentation model, while the DLA BS uses the segmentation labels provided by the deep learning based background subtraction algorithm.
The training logs of the SM and DLA BS pose estimation models are shown in the figures 9.2.1
and 9.2.2, respectively.
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Figure 9.2.1: Training logs of the pose estimation trained on the generated data set for the
12 objects presented in figure 4.5.1. The estimator and refiner losses are shown in the blue
curves, while the red curves show the training and validation ADD metric scores.

Figure 9.2.2: Training logs of the pose estimation trained on the segmentation labels provided by the deep learning approach of the background subtraction.
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They show the training loss of both the refiner and the estimator component of the pose estimation. The trained pose estimation is tested via the average distance of model points (ADD) [16]
metric after each epoch on the training and validation data. On the first 400 epochs, the refiner is
not trained. Therefore, the refiner loss is set to zero within that time period. Once the refiner is
trained ,the loss jumps up and quickly returns to the performance of the estimator, before it starts
to further decrease the updated Dense Fusion loss function (see equation 9.2). From the graphs,
one can obtain that neither the loss nor the metric completely converged after 500 epochs. The
complete training of the pose estimation with a Nvidia GTX 1080 took ∼ 20.8 hours. The validation results of the trained SM and DLA BS pose estimation models are shown in figure 9.2.1.

Object

SM
ADD [mm] < 20 mm

DLA BS
ADD [mm] < 20 mm

Angle
Assembly Wall
Camera Stand
Cylinder
Disk
Edge
Joint
Motor
Plug
Pole
Screw
Tube

6.24
8.01
5.46
9.78
7.92
10.04
5.68
6.26
7.57
48.26
5.15
6.53

100 %
96.88 %
100 %
98.44 %
96.88 %
98.44 %
100 %
98.44 %
98.44 %
48.44 %
100 %
100 %

7.44
8.79
5.46
11.95
95.8
10.07
6.3
6.78
9.6
48.86
5.46
7.46

96.88 %
98.44%
100%
96.88 %
95.31 %
100%
100 %
100 %
96.88 %
48.44 %
100 %
100 %

All

10.57

94.66 %

11.48

94.4%

Table 9.2.1: The results per object of the (SM) and (DLA BS) pose estimation model
trained with 100 % view points. The first column shows the ADD and the second column
describes the percentage of samples which have an ADD below 20 mm

The trained SM pose estimation model is validated to have a mean offset of 10.57 mm. This
means that, on average, the points in the object point cloud transformed by the estimated pose are
∼ 10.57 mm away from their corresponding points in the object point cloud transformed by the
generated pose.
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Loss Experiment
A third (OL) pose estimation model is trained with the original Dense Fusion loss function defined
in equation 2.2, in order to validate the benefit of the standard deviation added to the updated
Dense Fusion loss function in equation 9.2. The training logs of the OL pose estimation model are
shown in figure 9.2.3.

Figure 9.2.3: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with the original loss function (see equation 9.2) proposed Wang et al. [38].

The model is trained on the segmentation labels provided by the segmentation model. Therefore, table 9.2.2 compares the validation results of the (OL) and SM pose estimation model.
Model ADD [mm] < 20 mm
SM
OL

10.57
10.72

94.66 %
94.14 %

Table 9.2.2: Comparison of the validation results of the (OL) and SM pose estimation
model.
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9.3

View Point Experiment

The following experiment investigates how reducing the number of view points featured in the
training data affects the performance of the pose estimation. Thereby, it is further investigated
how many view points are required to achieve a reasonable outcome.
The 131 view points available for the training data set are sampled to four sets of 25 %, 50 %,
75 %, and 100 % view points, following the same procedure used to split the training and validation
data in section 9.1. For each set, a new training data set is created, which only features samples from
the selected view points. However, the same validation data set is used for each training, which is
used for the previous training. Thereby, the results are comparable. The results of the view points
View points ADD [mm] < 20 mm
25 %
50 %
75 %
100 %

14.93
13.9
13.62
10.57

85.29 %
90.36 %
91.8 %
94.66 %

Table 9.3.1: The training results of the pose estimation trained with data samples from
25 %, 50 %, 75 %, and 100 % of the 131 available view points for the training.

experiment can be seen in table 9.3.1. Table 9.3.2 shows the training time used by the individual
data sets. They are not linearly increasing, because the same validation set is used after each epoch.
The training logs of the pose estimation trained with 100 % of the available view points are shown
View points Hours
25 %
50 %
75 %
100 %

6.81
11.51
16.27
20.80

Table 9.3.2: The required training times of the four pose estimation models trained with a
single Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU.

in figure 9.2.1. The training logs of the pose estimation trained with 25 %, 50 %, and 75 % of the
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available training view points are shown in appendix A.1 in the figures A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.1.3,
respectively.

9.4

Extra Data Experiment

This section investigates what affect the collected extra data samples (see section 4.5) have on
the training of the pose estimation. The extra data samples are annotated via the segmentation
and pose estimation model, see chapters 6 and 8 respectively. The number of extra data samples
per object is several orders of magnitude higher than the number of data samples gained from
the view points. Therefore, a portion of the extra data samples is pseudo-randomly selected and
added to the training data set during each epoch of the training, in order to balance the training
data set between the two sources. Four new pose estimation models are trained with an added
extra portion size of 20 %, 33.33 %, 42.86 % and 50 %, respectively. Hence, the training data set of
the first new pose estimation model is balanced each epoch with 80 % data samples from the view
points and 20 % fresh pseudo-randomly selected extra data samples.
The pseudo-random selection takes the first x requested samples from a stack of available extra
data samples. Once the stack is empty, the stack is refilled with all available extra data samples in a
random order. Thereby, the each new pose estimation model is trained on 100 % of the view point
data samples and 100 % of the available extra data samples. They only differ in the data sample
balancing done in each epoch.
The extra data is tagged with the view point ID, which is the next view point target on the
robot path, while the extra sample is taken. Only the extra samples tagged with a view point ID,
which is included in the training data set is available to the pseudo-random selection during the
training. Thereby, no extra data samples are included in the training data set which belong to the
view points of the validation data set.
The results of the extra data sample experiment are shown in figure 9.4.1. Table 9.4.2 shows
the used training time of those models. The training logs for the four new pose estimation models
trained with a 20 %, 33.33 %, 42.86 %, and 50 % extra data sample balanced data set are shown in
appendix A.2, in the figures A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4, respectively.
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Proportion

ADD [mm] < 20 mm

20 %
33.33 %
42.86 %
50 %

94.53 %
94.4 %
90.36 %
91.28 %

9.91
10.22
13.06
13.58

Table 9.4.1: The training results of the four new pose estimation models trained with a
balanced size of extra data samples according to the extra data proportion.

Proportion Hours
20 %
33.33 %
42.86 %
50 %

25.65
30.35
35.31
39.10

Table 9.4.2: Training times of the four new pose estimation models trained with the extra
data trained with a single Nvidia GTX 1080 GPU.
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10

Grasping
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The following chapter describes two grasping experiments, which investigate whether the quality
of the trained pose estimation is sufficient for a real world scenario. Furthermore, the experiments
aim to overcome the evaluation issue introduced in section 3.2 by testing the developed system
on its intended task.

10.1

Experiment Design

The grasping experiments of this project follow the procedure introduced by Tremblay et al. [36],
which is also used by Wang et al. [38]. An object is put into four random positions on the table,
at three random rotations around the vertical axis of the object. Thereby, a total of 12 grasping
attempts are conducted per object. The grasping attempts of the experiments are set to follow a
top-down approach, which is illustrated in figure 10.1.1.

Figure 10.1.1: Illustration of the top-down grasping approach. The robot moves linearly
from an elevated position above the object down to the object’s grasping point. At the
grasping point, the robot closes the parallel gripper and lifts the object up into an elevated
position. Afterwards, the robot returns the object back to the table, releases the grasp, and
returns to its elevated position.

The first grasping experiment is conducted on a sub set of five objects taken from the total
set of trained objects, similar to the grasping experiment conducted by Wang et al. [38]. Each
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grasping attempt is done from a single pose estimation taken from the same view point. Thereby,
the object is seen only once from the same perspective before the grasping attempt is performed.
A second grasping experiment uses the information provided by multiple view points in order
to find the pose estimation with the highest confidence. Thereby, the object is seen from multiple perspectives and the grasping attempt is done on the most confident pose. Furthermore, the
grasping experiment is conducted on nine of the 12 objects in total. The motor, tube, and disk are
not used since they are either too big, too heavy, or too flat for the available gripper to work.

10.2

Teach Grasping

The trained pose estimation enables the robot to constantly estimate the pose of any learned object
shown in the field of view of the mounted camera. Thereby, the robot is provided with enough
information to attempt a grasping maneuver on any object included in the scene, if it is given some
relative grasping point with respect to the estimated object pose. Therefore, a human assistant
teaches the robot how to grasp a certain object at any given pose.
The trained perceptual system estimates the pose of a given object from different perspectives
and selects the estimated pose with the highest confidence. Next, the human assistant is requested
to teach the robot a grasping point. This is taught by moving the gripper attached to the robot
into a pose from which the given object can be grasped by closing the gripper, as illustrated in
figure 10.2.1.
Given the current estimated pose of the object and its grasping point, an additional offset is
determined, which is added to the estimated object pose, in order to perform a top-down grasping maneuver on the object’s grasping point. The offset includes the positional offset from the
estimated object center to the taught grasping point, and rotational offset around the object’s vertical axes. The other rotational axis are not needed, since the robot performs a top-down grasping
maneuver. Hence, the grasping point is found by adding the determined offset to the estimated
object pose, which is shown in figure 10.2.1. Thereby, the robot is able to grasp an object at its
taught grasping point given any arbitrary estimated pose.
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Figure 10.2.1: Grasping the object at the grasping point (green point) relative to the estimated object pose (red point) by adding the determined offset (black arrow).

10.3

Grasping Results

The results of the grasping experiments report the success rate and the number of successful and
failed grasping attempts. A successful grasping attempt is defined by the following guidelines:
1. The object is approached with the open gripper at the object’s grasping point with a reasonable positional and rotational maximum offset, without touching the object.
2. The object is allowed to be moved or rotated during the closing of the gripper, as long as
the object is not tilted and grasped relatively close to the taught grasping point.
3. The object has to stay in the gripper during the lift.
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4. The grasped and lifted object has to be returned to the same pose the object was before the
lift.
5. During the lift, the object is not allowed to move significantly due to a wrong weight distribution at the grasping point.
Each of the guidelines is subjectively measured and therefore these results depend on the judgement of the experimenter. The results of the first grasping experiments conducted on five objects
seen from only one view point are shown in table 10.3.1. The used objects are selected to have a
distribution in shape, weight, and size to represent a wider range of possible objects.
Object

Success Fails

Success Rate

Angle
Assembly Wall
Camera Stand
Edge
Plug

11
12
12
9
12

1
0
0
3
0

91.67 %
100 %
100 %
75 %
100 %

Total

56

4

93.34 %

Table 10.3.1: The grasping results of the objects seen from a single view point.

Table 10.3.2 shows the results of the second grasping experiment conducted on nine objects
seen from multiple view points.
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Object

Success Fails

Success Rate

Angle
Assembly Wall
Camera Stand
Cylinder
Edge
Joint
Plug
Pole
Screw

10
11
11
6
9
12
12
12
11

2
1
1
6
3
0
0
0
1

83.34 %
91.67 %
91.67 %
50 %
75 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
91.67 %

Total

94

14

87.04 %

Table 10.3.2: The grasping results of the objects seen from multiple view points.

The cylinder object has a fairly low grasping success rate, due to its slim and round shape. The
gripper approached the cylinder close to its grasping point, but pushed the object out of its grasp
when closing. The cylinder is not easily grasped by a two finer parallel gripper using a top-down
approach. The edge is not easy to grasp due to its triangular shape. The gripper has to avoid touching the triangular top, while being close enough to have a good weight distribution to lift the object
without moving it in the grasp.
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Concept Integration
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This chapter summarises the contributions to all of the developed modules of the proposed concept. Also, the modules are integrated into a single Python terminal user interface. Moreover, the
user interface offers visualisation methods and grasping tools. Additionally, the overall results of
the integrated concept are presented. The complete project implementation including the gathered data can be found on Github ¹.

11.1

Contribution

The following is a summary of contributions to the integrated modules.
• Data Generation: A novel First Hand Data Generation Concept is presented. Furthermore,
the concept is integrated and a training data set is collected.
• Background Subtraction: Two approaches to background subtraction are developed and
tested with respect to the applied task.
• Segmentation Model: The pretrained U-Net segmentation model is trained on the collected and autonomously annotated training data.
• Point Cloud Stitching: A new point cloud stitching algorithm is designed and implemented for this project.
• Target Pose Generation: A method is presented, which autonomously generates the target object pose annotation for each data sample included in the collected data set.
• Pose Estimation: The pretrained Dense Fusion 6D object pose estimation model is trained
on the collected and autonomously annotated data set.
• Grasping: A teaching mode is presented, which enables the user to teach the robot to grasp
an object learned by the trained Dense Fusion 6D object pose estimation model. Furthermore, a grasping algorithm is designed, which enables the robot to grasp perceived objects
at their taught grasping points.
¹Github url: https://github.com/KochPJ/AutoPoseEstimation
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11.2

User Interface

A screenshot of the terminal user interface is shown in figure 11.2.1. The displayed functionalities
of the user interface are listed below in a logical order.

Figure 11.2.1: Screenshot of the terminal user interface and its functionalities, which are
explained below in a logical order.

• Acquire New Data from Object: Collects new data samples for a given object, following
the procedure of the data collection described in section 4.5.
• Create Labels: Generates segmentation label for each data sample of a given object via the
deep learning approach of the background subtraction or an available trained segmentation
model.
• Create Data Set: Creates a segmentation training data set or converts an existing segmentation training data set into a pose estimation training data set (Requires the pose labels).
• Train Segmentation Model: Trains a given segmentation model with a given segmentation training data set.
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• Create Pose labels: Generates the point clouds of the objects of a given segmentation
data set and the finds the target object pose for each data sample based on the available
segmentation label.
• Train Pose Estimation Model: Trains a Dense Fusion 6D pose estimation model given a
pose estimation training data set.
• Run Live Prediction: Either predicts validation data samples of a pose estimation training
data set or predicts an incoming camera stream of RGB-D images.
• Visualise: Visualises the created segmentation labels, the pose labels, and the object point
clouds.
• Teach Grasping: Allows the user to teach the robot to grasp the objects included in a given
pose estimation training data set, following the procedure described in section 10.2.
• Grasp objects: Given a trained pose estimation model and the corresponding trained segmentation model, the robot moves into a grasping position. The user can now request the
robot to move to a predefined view point in order to perceive the known objects in the
scene and their pose. Afterwards, the user can request the robot to grasp the objects one by
one in a random order. A corresponding video can be found here ².
Thereby, a user can follow the given instructions below, in order to update the perception system
of the robot described in the use case illustrated in figure 1.0.1.
1. Acquire new data for a desired range of new objects.
2. Get the segmentation labels.
3. Create a segmentation training data set.
4. Train a segmentation model with the created data set.
5. Update the segmentation labels of the objects of the given data set with the trained segmentation model.
²Video Link: https://youtu.be/qPjmZSX0crU
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6. Get the pose labels of the given data set.
7. Convert the data set to a pose estimation data set.
8. Train Dense Fusion 6D pose estimation model.

11.3

Module Results

The overall results of the individual modules integrated into the user interface with respect to their
raised requirements (see section 3.5) are listed below.
• Background Subtraction: The deep learning approach of the background subtraction
scores in a human labelled test data set of 372 samples a mean Intersection over Union of
.7262 with a 97.31 % confidence to correctly detect the object in the data sample (a Intersection over Union of at least 0.5). Furthermore, it achieved a classification precision of 91.69 %
with a recall of 79.35 % per pixel.
• Segmentation Model: The trained segmentation model scored on the same test data set
as the background subtraction model a mean Intersection over Union of .7065 with a 96.24 %
confidence to correctly detect the object in the data sample. For pixel-wise classification it
achieved a precision of 95.77 % with a recall of 73.98 %.
• Pose Estimation: The pose estimation model trained on 131 view points without extra data
achieved an average ADD score of 12.6 mm in its validation data set. The pose estimation
has a 94.66 % confidence to estimate the object pose with a maximum ADD of 20 mm.
• Grasping: The grasping module can grasp nine objects at a taught grasping point with a
success rate of 87.04 %. The cylinder included in this experiment is hard to grasp (50 %
success rate) due to its slim and round shape. In a smaller experiment without the cylinder,
the system could record a grasping success rate of 93.34 %.
Training & Process Time Consumption
The required time to update the complete perceptual system for the 12 objects, recorded at 2 rotations, from 156 view points, following the described update procedure, is approximately 38.1 hours.
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The time consumption of the individual modules can be seen in table 11.3.1.
Module

Time Consumption

Data Generation
Background Subtraction
Train Segmentation Model
Update Segmentation Labels
Point Cloud Stitching
Target Pose Generation
Train Pose Estimation

∼ 9 hours
∼ 650 sec
∼ 8 hours
∼ 315.5 sec
∼ 95.85 sec
∼ 1.48 sec
∼ 20.8 hours

Total

∼ 38.1 hours

Table 11.3.1: Time consumption of the individual modules to update the complete perceptual system from the data generation to a trained system using a Nvidia GTX1080 GPU.

The total time consumption is mainly scaled by the following factors:
• Number of objects (12)
• Number of view points (156)
• Number of added object rotations (2)
• Number of training epochs segmentation (250)
• Number of training epochs pose estimation (500)
• GPU process speed
• CPU process speed
• Hard Drive reading speed
• Memory speed
The used pose estimation training hardware has a bottleneck at the data preprocessing, causing
the GPU to run at only 50 %. Hence, the module consuming the most time can be reduced by half
with hardware optimisation alone.
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12

Discussion

The following chapter elaborates on the proposed training data generation and how it effects the
training of the pose estimation model. Additionally, the results are compared to the outcome of
the original Dense Fusion. The conducted experiments are discussed in relation to scalability and
cost of the data generation.

12.1

Autonomously Annotated Training Data

The proposed First Hand Data Generation concept formulated in section 4.2 is capable of collecting
training data of sufficient quality for a 6D pose estimation model to learn to perceive and grasp a
range of taught objects. It requires minimal non-expert human assistance to collect the data. The
data collection is done on the task at hand in reasonable time and thereby circumvents the reality
gap. The collected training data can be autonomously annotated via background subtraction and
point cloud stitching, due to the information stored in each data sample. It is scalable in terms of
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view points, view point distribution, perceptual range, and added object rotations. Therefore it
can be adjusted to the needs of a given task. Furthermore, it can be used with any industrial robot
arm.

12.2

Training With Uncertainties

The presented segmentation model is capable of correctly segmenting a set of objects with a 96.24 %
confidence, due to the collected and autonomously annotated training data. In comparison, the
autonomously generated segmentation labels used to train the segmentation models have a 97.31 %
chance to be correctly annotated. Thereby, the segmentation model does not lose significant performance due to the errors included in the autonomously generated segmentation labels used for
training. The model reaches near mIoU of the background subtraction and even outperforms it
in terms of precision. Furthermore, the segmentation model has shown with its underlying performance during the grasping experiments that it is sufficiently generalised above the scope of the
training data.
Dense Fusion 6D object pose estimation model trained on autonomously annotated training
data reached a performance similar to the original Dense Fusion model trained on the YCB-Video
data set, see table 12.2.1. One can not compare the results directly, since trained objects differ
between the two data sets, and the autonomously generated annotations are found by a set of
heuristic functions. Therefore, one does not know how the system actually performs, and due to
Model

ADD [mm] < 20 mm
∼ 8.0
10.57

Dense Fusion [38]
Proposed Concept

96.8 %
94.66 %

Table 12.2.1: Comparison of the Dense Fusion trained on the YCB-Video data set vs. the
same model trained on the generated and autonomously annotated training data set.

the heuristic functions, it can not be approximated. However, it is still visible that the two models
score similar results in their corresponding data sets, which might be a coincidence, or maybe it
underlies the mechanics of the generalisation happening in the model architecture. One could
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infer that the training of the pose estimation does not suffer from the uncertainties included in
those autonomously generated annotations.
However, the quality of the training data annotation does have an impact on the performance
of the trained pose estimation. The segmentation labels provided by the trained segmentation
model have a slightly higher precision than those provided by the background subtraction model.
The training results of the pose estimation shown in table 9.2.1 do indicate that using the segmentation labels of the segmentation model leads to a more consistent pose estimation.

12.3

Applicability in the Real World

The grasping results of the original Dense Fusion [38], the simulation-based Self-Supervised 6D Object Pose Estimation for Robot Manipulation from Deng et al. [12], and the conducted grasping experiments are summarised in table 12.3.1.
Name
Self-Supervised [12]
Dense Fusion [38]
Self-Supervised* [12]
Experiment 1
Experiment 2

Success Rate Objects Attempts
46.7 %
73 %
86.7 %
87.04 %
93.34 %

14
5
14
9
5

30
60
30
108
60

Table 12.3.1: The grasping results from three different methods. The Self-Supervised is
purely trained on synthetic data, while the Self-Supervised* is further fine tuned with real
world data.

From the conducted grasping experiments one can infer that the proposed data generation
concept provides superior training data for the real world task at hand. Wang et al. [38] pointed
out that the objects at hand used for their grasping experiment are not 100 % similar to the objects recorded in the training data set. This further proves the benefits of the proposed concept,
which generates the training data on side with exactly the used objects. Furthermore, the generated training data includes the cluttered environment of the real task, which allows the models to
adapt accordingly to it.
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However, the presented methods do differ in grasping technique, gripper, objects, object occlusion, object grasping difficulty, and how the object pose is evaluated before the grasping attempt is conducted. Furthermore, the number of objects and grasping attempts is too low to give
a statistical significance. In the conducted grasping experiments one can see a drop in success rate,
due to the inclusion of objects which are relatively hard to grasp.

12.4

Scalable Training Data

In chapter 9 two experiments were conduced to investigate the effect of scaling the training data
with respect to the number of used view points and how extra data is balanced during the training.
The view point experiment demonstrated how the performance of the trained pose estimation
model changes when increasing the number of view points. It was shown that 26 view points
are enough to train the pose estimation to reach an ADD below 20 mm. However, increasing the
number of view points to the total of 131 available view points could increase the confidence of
an estimated pose to be below 20 mm, from 85.29 % to 94.66 % (see section 9.3). It can be seen
that increasing the number of view points benefits the performance of the pose estimation model.
However, further investigations are needed to find an optimum balance between time spent and
benefits gained according to the needs of the task at hand.
The extra data experiment shows that the gathered extra data can benefit the training pose
estimation model, when added in small amounts. It is found that performance of pose estimation
model suffers if the training is balanced with too much extra data. However, the quality of the
collected extra data suffers from the single process nature of the data collection implementation.
Thereby, the data is not recorded at the same time. It does not disturb the quality when the robot
stands still, which is the case for the view point data samples, but not for extra data samples. A multi
thread implementation could increase the quality of the target pose of the extra data samples.

12.5

Annotation Cost

The segmentation labels for 20 % of the total 3744 data samples of this project have been annotated
by hand for testing reasons. It took the author of this report around 4.5 hours to do this, which
rounds up to a total of 22.5 hours to annotate the complete data set. In contrast, the proposed
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concept required 15 minutes per object to generate the additional background data samples and
11 minutes to generate the segmentation labels. This results in a combined time of 3.2 hours for
the data samples of this project, which is already 7× faster than doing the annotation by hand.
Moreover, the automated system does not have an employment cost beside the assistant, which
has to spend some minutes. The hardware is required anyway and does not add additional cost.
The proposed concept required approximately another 1.5 minutes to generate the target pose
annotation to finish up the complete 6D object pose estimation data set. There is no information
available about how much time the YCB-Video and LineMOD have used to create their data sets,
nor how much it costed. However, Roh et al. [28] described in their survey on data collection the
issue of height data collection cost of traditional data sets. With the proposed concept, that cost
is nearly removed completely.
The Self-Supervised approach by Deng et al. [12] requires a simulation, which further requires
rendered CAD models of the objects and the scenery. Additionally, the Self-Supervised approach is
based on real world data, which is collected in a similar fashion as to the proposed method, where
an assistant has to help the robot to collect the data. Thereby, the Self-Supervised approach relies
on expert labor for the simulation and trained labor for the real world data collection.
Table 11.3.1 shows that the complete perceptual system of the robot in the use case can be
updated in 38.1 hours. Thereby, one could update the perceptual system over the weekend.
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13

Conclusion

This research project demonstrated that the data required to train a 6D object pose estimation
model like Dense Fusion can be generated and autonomously annotated within the workstation
of an industrial robot arm. Hence, an industrial robot arm equipped with an RGB-D camera is
capable of autonomously learning to perceive the class and pose of presented objects as formulated
in the aim of the project in section 2.1. Thereby, the robot of the use case described in chapter 1
and illustrated in figure 13.0.1 is capable of continuously perceiving objects in its workstation. This
enables the robot to grasp perceived objects and sort them into boxes according to their class.
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Figure 13.0.1: Illustration of the use case described in chapter 1.

The developed and integrated proof of concept outperformed Dense Fusion 6D object pose estimation [38] in a similar grasping experiment and demonstrated its applicability to a real world
scenario. Moreover, the integrated system proved to be relatively cost-effective and is capable of
circumventing the reality gap. Thereby, industrial robot arms can be equipped with a intelligent,
robust, and relatively cheap perception system, without the need of expert knowledge or expensive
conventional training data.
The present system is limited in the data generation with respect to view point generation,
the possible rotations one can add to the object during the data collection, the number of object
versions of a given object class, and the number of common view spots. Thereby, the perceptual
system appears static and does not scale to a broad range of robotic problems. However, those
issues are solvable and will be addressed in future work. Furthermore, the modules of the present
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system are proof of concept implementations. E.g. the background subtraction and point cloud
stitching module can be improved or exchanged. This would further boost the performance of the
pose estimation, since they lead to a more precisely annotated training data set.

13.1

Future Work

The following is a set of possible future work and research connected to this project.

Data Generation
Currently, the proposed data generation depends on taught view points. With an integrated collision avoidance system, one could generate view points and the robot path. Thereby, the system
becomes further automated. Also the view points are taken from only one common view spot. It
is worth investigating how to increase the number of common view spots in order to increase the
variety of the data samples.
During the present data generation, only one object version is presented to the system per
object class. A high optical variation in that class might lead to disturbances in the pose estimation
performance. Therefore, the data generation method should allow the user to exchange the object
version. At the moment, the system can only handle standing objects. Thus, the user should have
further options to apply rotations to the object in order to increase the variation of target poses in
the training data set.
Updated Loss Function
The training results of table 9.2.2 show that the updated loss function (see equation 9.2) slightly
benefits the training of the pose estimation model. However, the difference is not significant. The
approach of adding an additional standard deviation to the original loss function sounds convincing and should be investigated.
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Incremental Learning
The Dense Fusion pose estimation learns to perceive a set of objects in one big training loop. Adding
or removing an object from the set of learned objects requires the system to start again from
scratch. There are multiple methods available to address this problem. Therefore, it is interesting to see how one can update the perceptual system without the need to restart.
Continuous Pose Estimation
Currently, the Dense Fusion pose estimation handles each pose estimation individually. It does
not integrate the previous predictions. During training, it is an important feature to learn from a
shuffled data set, and to avoid overfitting and catastrophic forgetting. However, the robot situated
in the real world should learn to consider the previous predictions in order to become more stable
and perceive time dependent dynamics in the scene. One could utilise the collected extra data to
generate a time sequence of data samples. Furthermore, the camera position can be added to the
data samples. Thereby, a neural network can be trained, which wraps any time invariant 6D pose
estimation model, and learns to integrate the provided pose estimations over time with respect to
the camera position.
Learning to Grasp
The current grasping points are taught to the system by an assistant. Furthermore, the robot grasps
with a top-down approach, which is not optimal for every object. With the generated data, one
should be able to train an agent how to grasp a given object with the robot arm, while avoiding
perceived objects [4]. This would add another level of automation to the system. Also the grasping
agent might be able to learn to handle the pose prediction uncertainty.
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A

Training Logs
A.1

View Point Experiment

Figure A.1.1: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with 25 % of the available
training view points.
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Figure A.1.2: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with 50 % of the available
training view points.

Figure A.1.3: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with 75 % of the available
training view points.
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A.2

Extra Data Experiment

Figure A.2.1: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with a training data set
balanced with 20 % extra data per epoch.

Figure A.2.2: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with a training data set
balanced with 33.3 % extra data per epoch.
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Figure A.2.3: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with a training data set
balanced with 42.86 % extra data per epoch.

Figure A.2.4: Training logs of the pose estimation model trained with a training data set
balanced with 50 % extra data per epoch.
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